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Simplify the hassles of meeting with others »
Find me here, right now. Quickly invite others to synchronize locations conveniently, and alert them of delays on the go

Pictures are worth a thousand words. Use rich media to easily clarify wherever you are whether you are inside or outside 

Our goal
1. Reduce the friction in scheduling to avoid 

the overhead of trying to locate where other 
attendees are

2. Utilize microlocation through rich media to 
make sharing a few taps away instead of typing 
on a phone

3. Make easily accessible by writing as a 
native iOS application as well as a mobile web 
application
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User pins. Gives attendee 
locations at a glance; tap to get 
more details

Attendee overview. Everyone’s
location and status summarized 
in a clean, intuitive format

Directions. Get where you 
need to be as soon as a
location is set

Sometimes it is still easier to 
talk. Make it easier for users to 
contact them in-app

Meetup overview. Everyone’s 
information on a map

Attendee details. The rundown 
on what an attendee shared so 
far

Status. When unexpected
situations arise, word can 
spread quickly

Photos. Leverage the camera 
to provide microlocation sharing 
a tap away instead of through 
words

Post status. In the bottom 
center of the screen to be 
simple to access frequently

Edit meetup. Change of time?
Change of location? Effortless
flow to edit details here

Invite attendees. Add people 
to a meetup through push noti-
fications, e-mail, or text

User Insights
1. Web and native integration. Users may not 

know if others have the app, and thus we focused 
on also making a platform independent version

2. Share now, add details later. Revamped 
experience puts desired functionality at a single 
tap away on the main screen

3. Clutter-free and intuitive. Move additional details 
off the map into an overlay to be less confusing 
yet still easily discoverable


